AbstraeL The introduction of a set of intrinsic coordinates to give an explicit construction of the intrinsic states of vector-coherenl state theory has greatly simplified earlier attempu to generalize this theory to include operators lying outside the group algebra. Veq explicit vectorcoherent state constructions of such operators can now be given in terms of vectorcoupled combinations of intrinsic and collective operators. When organized into tensors which induce specific shifts in irreducible representations these lead to the reduced Wigner coefficients needed in practical calculations. The SO(5) 3 U(2) protonneutron quasispin algebra is used as an example to give further simplifications of earlier resulu. All Wigner coefficients needed to give the n, T-dependence of matrix elemenu in the seniority scheme can now be given through a few terms expressed solely through angular momentum recoupling coefficients and the li-matrix elements of vectorcoherent state theory.
Introduction
Vector-coherent state (vcs) theory [ 1 4 ] and its associated IC-matrix technique [1, 2, 7, 8 ] are now well established as powerful tools for the evaluation of the matrix representations oC higher-rank Lie algebras and their non-compact generalizations.
vcs theory gives a very explicit method for the construction of the irreducible representations of a full group algebra from the irreducible representations of a 'core' subalgebra by an inductive process [9] , in the language of quantum theory by a vectorcoupling process which couples the 'intrinsic' or 'internal' (or 'spin') states with the 'collective' (or 'orbital') states whose excitations are realized in vcs theory in terms of polynomials in a set of complex Bargmann space variables, zi. Matrix elements of the group generators then follow directly from a knowledge of the subgroup recoupling (Racah) coefficients and the matrix elements of the intrinsic components of the generatom. The latter follow from a knowledge of the generator matrix elements of the core subalgebras. Like the electron-spin matrix elements, they do not require a knowledge of explicit 'spin' or 'intrinsic' or 'internal' degrees of freedom. In order to determine the full Wigner-Racah calculus of higher-rank algebras, recent interest in this field has focused on the problem of finding the vcs realizations of operators lying outside the group algebra. In a recent attempt to generalize vcs theory [lo-121, coherent state realizations of such operators have also been given in terms of a set of intrinsic operators which are vectorcoupled to collective r-space operators. In this method, the intrinsic operators are again defined through their actions on intrinsic states, that is through an evaluation of their matrix elements. Unlike the well known 0305-4470/m/020329+28M7.50 @ 1993 IOP Publishing Ltd 330 K T Hecht matrix elements of an 'intrinsic spin' operator or an intrinsic generator of an arbitrary core subalgebra, the matrix elements of the intrinsic components of operators lying outside the group algebra are now much more complicated for two reasons: such intrinsic operators will connect an intrinsic state of an irreducible representation, w, to (i) intrinsic states belonging to different irreducible representations, U'; and (5) a set of (collective x intrinsic) states, since the action of such an intrinsic operator on an intrinsic state can now induce collective excitations as well as a change in irreducible representation. Despite these difficulties, the intrinsic components of simple operators were defined through their non-zero reduced matrix elements in a number of examples. Many of the simple Wigner coefficients were evaluated by this method for the neutron-proton quasispin group [lo] , SO(5) 3 U(2). for the Sp(6) 3 U(3) branch of the fermion dynamical symmetry group [ l l ] and the canonical subgroup branch of the unitary group [12] , U(3) 3 U(2) x U(1). However, the generalized vcs method described in [lo-121 is quite cumbersome.
A better method was recently proposed by LeBlanc [13] who was guided by the work of Bouwknegt et a1 [14] on two-dimensional conformal field theories. In this newest generalization of vcs theory, a set of intrinsic coordinates q j , j = 1.. . . , e = rank of the full group, is introduced. These q, are used to construct the highest (or lowest) weight components of the intrinsic state, the remaining intrinsic states being generated through a set of Bargmann variables for the core subalgebra. A very explicit construction can now be given for the intrinsic components of operators lying outside the group algebra through the intrinsic q j , their conjugates p j , and the subgroup Bargmann variables, zi, and their conjugate derivative operators. The vcs realization of an arbitrary operator can then be given by vector-coupled combinations of intrinsic and collective tensor operators. These are organized into operators of irreducible tensor rank for the full group with specific shift properties, that is they induce very definite shifts in the irreducible representation when acting on a generic state of arbitrary w. The matrix elements of these tensor operators, when suitably normalized, lead at once to the necmary reduced Wigner coefficients of the full group, where these are exprcssed entirely in terms of recoupling coefficients of the core subgroup and the IC-matrix elements of vcs theory.
The new vcs method was applied to the standard canonical group chain U(n) 3 U(n-l)xU(l) in [13] (foran introduction, for thespecial case n = 3, see [IS] ). S i n c e the U(n) group chain is special, it may be instructive to apply the new generalization of vcs theory to another example. The simple rank-2 group SO(5) with its U(2) subgroup, as realized by the neutron-proton quasispin group of nuclear spectroscopy, is ideal for this purpose since its subgroup recoupling coefficients are readily available. The earlier generalization of V c s theory has already achieved the desired result for some of the simplest SO(5) 3 U(2) reduced Wigner coefficients [lo] . That is, these have been expressd very simply in terms of SU(2) recoupling coefficients and the I<-matrix elements of SO(5). For some more challenging Wigner coefficients, however, the expressions in [lo] involve some intermediate state sums. The power of the new technique can, therefore, be used to achieve further simplifications and leads to a truly viable Wigner-Racah calculus for the neutron-proton quasispin group.
In an alternate approach, A Klein has recently called attention to the connection between the quantized Bogoliubov transformation [16, 17] and the problem of constructing the vcs realizations of operators lying outside the group algebra. The SO(5) neutron-proton quasispin algebra, or its isomorphic Sp(4) algebra, was used by Klein et a1 [IS] to explore this connection through a bosonquasifermion mapping A new generalization of vector-coherent stute theory 331 [19, 20] of the neutron-proton shell model algebra. It is interesting to note that the quasifermion creation and annihilation operators of this approach share some of the properties of the isospin-4,operators which can be used as the basic building blocks for the intrinsic operators m the new generalization of the vcs method 12. 11.
The new vcs realization of the neutron-proton quasispin algebra
The generators of the SO(5) algebra can be split into operators of the single j-shell, 
AM, (-l)l-MTA(-MT). ( 3 4
Note also that it is the z h which transform as standard spherical tensors of rank 1, spherical component M , whereas the zM are related to standard spherical tensors where the r(0) for the generators are given in Cartesian form through equations (9) in [lo] . For present purposes, it may be useful to give the needed commutators in standard spherical tensor form In equation (S), the square bracket denotes the vector-coupling (in a right-to-left coupling order convention) of the intrinsic t with the collective Tp to resultant total isospin T. The label, i, in equation (7) stands for the fourth quantum number of SO(5). In vcs theory, it is given naturally through the unitarkation K-matrix; see, in particular, equations (22) - (24) and appendix A in [lo] . This IC-matrix also converts the reduced matrix element of an arbitrary operator of spherical tensor rank T to the vcs matrix elements in the simple vector-coupled basis of equation The remaining generators follow from the commutator expansion of equation (5) including triple and quadruple Commutators, together with equations (15); leading, e.g., to
Note the entanglement between the collective ZL and the subgroup operator, C' .
The collective and intrinsic variables can be disentangled to lead to the original vcs realization for the generators, see equations (9) in [lo] , via the nonlinear transformation to new z M , <, In addition, it is possible to introduce a set of intrinsic coordinates q l , q,, with a set of canonically conjugate pl, p,,
The lowest-weight (LW) state can then be written explicitly in terms of the qj 10) (20) lLfl = lv; t , --1) = e -i~~q l -i w z q z twith w2 = t, and with an intrinsic space inner product defined such that ( L a @ = 1.
The intrinsic qj: pi can therefore be viewed as internal angle-action variables defined over the angle interval 0 to 1. Note also that p j ILW) = -wj ILW).
The intrinsic state construction of the full (2t + 1)dimensional intrinsic space now proceeds via the SU(2) coherent state construction
with an SU(2) unitarization K-operator which collapses to a simple onedimensional normalization factor
With the shorthand notation (in the new variables)
which is the spherical tensor analogue of the Cartesian form in [lo] . (Note that the al,M are standard spherical tensors of rank 1, spherical component M ;
whereas the z M are related to the spherical tensors Z l , M via equations (3); so that
. The square bracket will denote vector-coupling in a right-to-left coupling order convention throughout.)
The U(2) subgroup generators are written as sums of purely intrinsic and purely collective operators. Now, however, the intrinsic components of these generators can be given in very specific form in terms of a set of intrinsic operators (to be written in calligraphic letters) To construct the shift tensors of definite A l a z , it will be usful to introduce a set of 'screening charges', (the language comes from the field theory applications in 1141) . For these we need the left vcs realizations for the Cartan lowering operators, r,,,( E-,). Recall that
After transformation from the zLa zh,c' to z , , C via equations (18), these are
Note that the minus sign in the defining equation (27) is needed to preserve the generator commutation relations among the I?,,,( E-,). The screening charge for the root a is now defined by The screening charges have the following properties. The screening charge for a = vlel + uze, in its left action on an intrinsic state (w1w2) not only shifts the intrinsic state to ( w l + uI,w2 + U,) but also leaves the subgroup labels H,TM, invariant since S, is a U(2) subgroup scalar. The construction of the irreducible shift tensors T(AlA2)f;,$m, now proceeds in three steps.
Step 1. Construction of the maximal-weight, maximal-shift tensor.
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Step 2. Construction of the maximal-weight, lesser-shift tensors through the use of screening charges.
Skp 3. Construction of arbitrary-weight, spedic-shift tensors by repeated application of commutator-taking with the raising generators T(AL).
In step 1, it is most natural to choose the LW, as the maximal-weight, since our irreps are induced from states with the minimum number of particles, n = U , and mt = -t. The maximal-shift Lw tensor follows from our state construction in t e r m of specific intrinsic q l , q,, i.e. for a = e2 : A;A; = A,, -A2; while for a = el -e, : A;A; = A,A,.
Step 3 in the shift-operator construction procedure is achieved by repeated application of the commutator relation where the matrix elements of the generators are known from the vcs construction. It should perhaps be emphasizcd that these T(AIAz)$;, are the vcs realizations of the shift tensors; i.e. they are r( 2'). For simplicity of notation, we shall dispense with the symbol r. that is the intrinsic isos in operator 7 is obtained through a vector-coupling of the two been put in a form which has achieved our basic aim. [lo] for the shifts with A, = -1.
T ( L I ) +~, -~
The (10) and (11) tensors
Irreducible tensor operators transforming according to the five-dimensional irreducible represention, (lo) , are needed to evaluate the matrix elements of pair creation and annihilation operators and multipole operators coupled to odd J-values (see table l in [lo] ). The Lw shift tensors with A l a z = 0,$1,0,-l, and -1,0 follow from the maximal shift tensor with A l a z = +1,0 by Weyl reflections in the planes normal to el -e,, e2, and again el -e2 by an application of equation (33) 
(574
In equation (57b). an operator Zl,,(a . T(A2)i0w.) has been recoupled to put it into the desired form involving purely collective operators vector coupled with purely intrinsic operators, thus leading to the 7-sum. The necessary intrinsic-space reduced matrix elements are
The collective-space reduced matrix elements follow from equation (19) in [lo] and from where the necessaly SU(3) 2 SO(3) Wigner coefficents are given by table 2 in [lo] and by
With these reduced matrix elements the full matrix elements of the operators (56)-(57) can be evaluated by standard vector-coupling formulae and by the final application of equation (9) . To convert these matrix elements into the required SO(5) 3 U(2) Wigner coefficients, the shift tensors of equations (56), (57) must still be converted to unit tensors, Tu, as defined by equation (43) . It will be convenient to label the necessary normalization factors by the double-caret double-bar notation introduced in [13] and [15] : 
Note that the SO(5) 3 U(2) reduced Wigner coelficient is the reduced matrix element of the unir shift tensor, Tu. Since the double-caret double-bar factors can be obtained from the action of the shift tensors on the LW state, they are relatively easy to obtain. Note, however, that the operators (57) when acting on LW states of ( w i w ; ) can convert these to first collective excitations of the representations (wIwz). The necessary A'-factors can be read from equation (27) in [lo] , but are given again here for convenience (ri2(1(Wlt)T)),1 = w1-t for T = t + 1
w , t t + l for T = t -1.
A new generalization of vector-coherent state theoy
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Note that these are the LW eigenvalues of the functions -f(*2)(p1,p2) of equation (57e). With these the normalization factors for the (10) tensors can be calculated. They are [lo] . The remaining enaies in this table were given through a simple intermediate state sum. Through the present form of the shift tensors these can now be put into an even simpler form. Again, defining the SO(5) 3 U(2) reduced Wigner coefficients through the F-factor introduced in [lo] (( w1 t ) HI iT; ( wIw2 )h, r I]( wit') Hi? 7")
we obtain the SO(5) 3 U(2) Wigner coefficients for (X,X,) = (10) ( w i f ' ) = (w,, t + A ) through the F-factors given in table 1. 
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Irreducible tensor operators transforming according to the tendimensional irreducible representation, (ll), are needed to evaluate the matrix elements of pair creation and annihilation operators and multipole operators coupled to even Jvalues (with J $ 0). It will again be sufficient to calculate operators for shifts (((q t 1,t + A2)11T(11)tL~Azll(wl~))) = ((w, t 1 , t t A2)11e-i91T,( A )ins. I [(w, d ) ) .
The unit shift tensors with A, = + 1 are related to the above by the reduced matrix elements of the purely intrinsic operators; i.e.
(75)
Equations (73) and (75) thus lead at once to the SO(5) 3 U(2) Wigner coefficients in the form given in table 6(0) (case 1) in [lo] . (Note, however, there is a phase error in the last ently of this table the numerical factor -1/2& should be replaced by t 1/2&.)
The shift tensors with A l a 2 = 0,+1 are somewhat more complicated. With intrinsic tensors defined by
T, (, : )i ot r.
--[dl x A;]:
A new generalizntion of vector-coherent state theoty Note that this satisfies equations (33) automatically for both C Y = e,-e2 and a = e,.
Except for sign, this is r(A-l) so that the first 00-shift tensor, (all weights), can be chosen as the VCS realization of the generators. This first 00-shift tensor will be denoted by p = 1. Note, however, that equation (34) (11) -+ ( w l , t t 1) .
t' TL T' x { ( w l -t ) ( w l t I ) -~( 2 w l -t + 2 ) }
However, this second solution for the 00-shift tensor does not lead to a set of SO(5) [lo] change the phase in the first row for both the p = 1 and p = 2 columns. In addition, the sign of the thud e n y of the p = 1 column should be changed to a minus sign.)
The SO(5) (10) and (11) shift tensors of this section give the SO(5) 3 U(2) Wigner coefficients needed to calculate the matrix elements of all pair creation and annihilation operators [ a t x at]LTMT, [ a x and all multipole operators [at x a],$TvMT. The general two-body operators will lead to SO(5) irreducible representations (22) , (21) and (20) . Shift operators for these irreps can be constructed by the build-up process from (11)-tensors (see, e.g., equation (52) of [22] ). Multiple weight points again lead to multiple shift tensors. The three independent 00-shift tensors of the krep (22) , e.g., can be built by (i) a coupling of two generators; (E) a coupling of a generator with a p = 2 00-shift tensor; and (i) a coupling of two p = 2 00-shift tensors. The necessary orthonormalization process is relatively simple since it can be carried out by the simple actions of the (11)-tensors on the LW states. elements expressed trivially in terms of standard angular momentum recoupling coefficients and very simple collective-space and intrinsic-space reduced matrix elements. The intrinsic space operators can be built up through successive vectorcouplings of the two basic isospin-; operators, A and B, so that their reduced matrix elements are easily calculated. The collective-space reduced matrix elements can be expressed in terms of a few SU(3) 3 SO(3) Wigner coefficients which can be given in analytic form. In the case of multiple solutions for shift tensors of a specific A l a 2 the orthonormal set, characterized by the additional label p. can be constructed through their action on the lowest weight state, so that the orthonormalization process is relatively simple.
Very explicit constructions are given for all unit tensors transforming according to the irreducible representations (+;), (lo) , and (11) of greatest interest in nuclear spectroscopy; so that the necessary SO(5) 3 U(2) Wigner coefficients follow simply from (i) the angular momentum recoupling coefficients of 9 j type; and (E) the [{-matrix elements of vcs theory. 
